
Advanced Meetings Experiences ensures work gets done. Anywhere. Anytime. From any space or 
device. We bring together the hardware and software for people to be engaged, connected and 
creative, so that their organizations can grow and thrive.

Solve for the three most significant challenges.

Technology that doesn’t play nice
Disparate and outdated technology and infrastructure waste time and cause frustration.

Vulnerability to hacks and breaches
Users opt for ad-hoc solutions, opening themselves and their organizations to unintended risks.

Poor adoption and lost productivity
Even with the right technology, users often lack the knowledge to use it to its full potential.

Make meetings  
awesome.
Hybrid work has changed  
the conferencing game.  
Have you kept up? 

Be the hero. 

Implement seamless meetings
Softchoice certified design ensures meeting spaces are properly scoped with compatible 
equipment that provides rich conferencing, supporting meetings of any size.

Protect from threats
Secure infrastructure with least privileged access for meeting rooms and infrastructure ensures  
your people collaborate safely, with no unauthorized user entry.

Empower better and smarter work
Adoption and change management ensures users can and want to use meeting spaces, giving 
them the tools they need to communicate and collaborate.



www.softchoice.com

Contact your Softchoice account manager for more details.

Integrated: Combined audio and video functions with separate displays

All-in-one: Complete audio, video, and display in a single unit

Modular: Individual connected devices

Devices for everyone and everywhere

Third space

Monitors

On the go

PhonesHeadsets and speakers Personal video

Desk Open office 

Displays

An end-to-end process designed for success.

Local facilities planning Installation

Equipment selection Implementation and configuration

Room design planning Testing

Procurement User training

Meetings are tough, even without having to worry about the tech. That’s why we take care of your entire experience, so 
you can focus on running meetings that matter. Advanced Meeting Experiences solution covers every aspect of realizing 
your organizations new meeting experience with a Softchoice expert at every step.




